134 Year of Sizzling Action For Farm Folk in Michigan

Greatest Downdraft, AAA Plan Politics and Farm Groups Occupy Stage

In the course of the past year the Farm Bureau has suffered a series of losses that will be remembered for a long time to come. When the moral values of farmers were at their highest, the Farm Bureau was brought to its knees. It is estimated that the Farm Bureau will be out of $1 million or more during the year.

AM. FARM BUREAU Hears Roosevelt Men and Replies

AAGA Good But Needs Fixing Industry Must Step Down For Task

Noblesville, Ind.:—Supporters of President Roosevelt, state and national leaders who came here with 1,400 Farm Bureau members when the Farm Bureau met to say its problems and offer solutions, were told today that the Farm Bureau must step down for the task of getting the job done.

Wool Producers’ Market Racked by Many Ills

Michigan Growers Plan 1935; Mills Recovering From NRA Spree

In the course of the past year the Farm Bureau has suffered a series of losses that will be remembered for a long time to come. When the moral values of farmers were at their highest, the Farm Bureau was brought to its knees. It is estimated that the Farm Bureau will be out of $1 million or more during the year.

Michigan Goodwin Plan 1935; Mills Recovering From NRA Spree

In the course of the past year the Farm Bureau has suffered a series of losses that will be remembered for a long time to come. When the moral values of farmers were at their highest, the Farm Bureau was brought to its knees. It is estimated that the Farm Bureau will be out of $1 million or more during the year.
Federal Relief Comment

Concerning a Pup

By H. H. Sholto

MICHIGAN FARM NEWS

In the words of a German proverb, "As is the will, so is the deed." The Michigan Farm Bureau Federation has taken a very active role in advocating for the well-being of rural areas. The increased population set in motion a flurry of activity and growth, particularly in terms of economic stability and development. The list of farm products that followed in the wake of the increased population included sugar beets, beans, and potatoes, among others.

The Michigan Farm Bureau Federation held a meeting in which they discussed the resolution on Federal welfare relief adopted by the Farm Bureau. This resolution was presented to the government to justify the relief wages given to farmers. The Michigan Farm Bureau Federation represented a significant and vocal group in the state, and their advocacy played a crucial role in shaping public policy.

The Michigan delegation at Nashville was large, and the Farm Bureau's presence was felt across the nation. The delegation worked tirelessly to promote the interests of farmers and rural communities. Their efforts were crucial in advocating for the continuation of the corn-hog system, which was an essential part of the agricultural economy in the region.

In conclusion, the Farm Bureau Federation played a vital role in representing the interests of farmers and rural communities in Michigan. Their advocacy helped shape policy and ensured the well-being of the rural areas of the state.
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FARM FIRE INSURANCE

A Mutual Non-Profit Corporation

STATE MUTUAL FARM FIRE INSURANCE OF MICHIGAN

17 Michigan State Farm, Flint, Michigan

M. H. F. Secretary

We Will Guarantee Your Family

$1,000
$2,500
$3,500

in a year's time, if you do not renew you will pay $5 or $10 more for the same protection. Please remember to consider insurance protection against fire as a safety measure for your family.

Resident of the Flint and Genesee Counties, M. H. F. Secretary

AEROCYANAMID

22% NITROGEN

The Fruit Fertilizer

It FEEDS the TREE and LIMES the Soil

Write for Leaflet X-307, "Fertilizing Fruit with 'Aero' Cyanamid"

American Cyanamid Company

Manufacturers of 'Aero' Cyanamid and "Aero" Fruit Fertilizer

39 ESSEX STREET, N. Y.

NEW YORK - N. Y. - ATLANTA - GA.

Aerocyanamid is Nitrogen plus Lime

Better Look at Your Driver's License

We can understand why you might be looking at her driver's license. It is a critical document that is required for most activities.

Satisfied: Five thousand signatures on a petition asking for the repeal of the driver's license law. This petition was submitted to the release, which is in its second year of operation.

Michigan Wool Producers' Marketed by Ills

Mrs. Wagar Considers Other Side of Federal Spending

Provisions which make you willing JUKI sit in nightwear

STATE FARM LIFE INSURANCE CO.

in event of your death, if each six months you will pay us $100 in 35 states in this national Legal Reserve Company.

FARM AND BUSINESS GROUPS IN COUNCIL

Meet to Compose Their Differences on Reforms

Mason Farm Bureau at Scottville, Jan. 11

The above groups have formed a working committee to promote the public interest in the future of the farm and industries, and to work for better representation in the state and national legislatures.

MICHIGAN FARM NEWS

"The Quality in Farm Bureau Spray Materials appeals to me!"

For exceptionally severe infestations or virulent fungus diseases you may require materials other than the Farm Bureau Five (see list). To round out our service we bring you also the General Chemical Company's Orchard Brand specialties noted below.

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.

"The quality in farm bureau spray materials appeals to me!"

By the great majority are unfortunate chiselers. There always have been a few of them. Some of these people have used of their taxes in buying property and other than the Farm Bureau Five (see list). To round out our service we bring you also the General Chemical Company's Orchard Brand specialties noted below.

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.
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have you had this experience?

looking at it. you must know that you have seed of guaranteed northern origin and winter hardiness.

farming bureau guarantees northern grown, winter hardy alfalfa (and clover) seeds of the most productive varieties for michigan. they are genuine varieties such as grimm, hards, michigan variegated alalfas—heavy yielders, free from weeds and crop mixtures. their purity, quality and germination are top notch. we give our guarantee below as it appears on our seed analysis tag, which describes seed as "michigan grown," etc.

it's expensive—and almost regrettably so, when a farmer sees a promising stand of alfalfa (or clover) winter killed, or riddled by summer diseases that unadapted alfalfa can't resist.

he loses the expected hay crops or pasture. also his seed, labor and return from the land. he is set back a year's time in his planned operations. you can protect yourself against such misfortune by using farm bureau seeds, guaranteed to be adapted to michigan. farm bureau seeds are priced fairly.

michigan's co-op ass'ns and other farm bureau dealers have booked many thousands of pounds of farm bureau's dependable seeds for 1935. they produce the best stands and the high yields. we advise speaking for farm bureau seed now.

farming bureau brand seeds are achieved in you annual, raised, managed, farm bureau seed mixtures and blended seeds, straight from our warehouses to you.

farming bureau seed guarantee

farm bureau supplies, inc., of Lansing, Michigan, guarantees its own seeds been grown in pure and pure seed of farm bureau. results of tests to be or represented on the price and analysis tag to the full amount of the purchase price it received for the customer in every single, neat and unused bag.

for farm bureau supplies

farming bureau zero grade oils start easy and lubricate perfectly in the coldest weather the old man from the north brings to us
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